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Abstract 

 Quorum sensing controls the production of phenazines in the 30-84 strain of 

Pseudomonas aureofaciens.  The PU-43 strain of Pseudomonas cedrella produces an 

uncharacterized negative signaling molecule that inhibits phenazine synthesis at the 

transcriptional level.  This compound cannot be purified through chemical means.  This 

study takes a genetic approach to characterizing the compound.  Several hundred 

knockout mutants have been generated through TN5 mutagenesis that stops the 

production of the negative signaling molecule.  Two such knockout mutants, numbered 

59 and 376, have been identified.  The gene disrupted in mutant 59 is 4-

diphosphocytidyl-2C-methyl-D-erythritol kinase and in mutant 376 is a putative esterase. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Introduction 

 Quorum sensing is a global gene-regulatory system which allows populations of 

bacteria to alter their behavior as a whole.  Various gram-negative bacteria do this by 

producing small diffusible compounds that act as signaling molecules (4).  When these 

reach a specific concentration, it will either upregulate or downregulate specific genes in 

the population.  The signals used for quorum sensing have been showed to be involved in 

a wide variety of processes like plasmid conjugal transfer and bioluminescence. 

 There are a wide variety of diffusible signals used by different bacteria for cell 

density regulated gene expression.  One such signaling molecule used by many different 

gram-negative bacteria like pseudomonads is N-acyl-homoserine lactones (AHLs).  The 

AHL mediated gene pathway includes a regulatory gene that encodes a regulatory 

protein, and a second gene which produces an enzyme (AHL synthase).  AHL synthase 

creates the AHL molecule (2).  AHL can easily diffuse out of the cells and into its 

environment.  At low cellular concentrations, the extracellular concentration of AHL will 

be equally low.  As cell density increases, the AHL concentration will continue to rise 

until it achieves a critical concentration.  After it reaches this critical concentration, AHL 

will begin to build up inside of the bacteria instead of diffusing out into its environment.  

It can then bind to the regulatory protein, allowing DNA transcription to proceed (9, 13). 

 

R encodes the regulatory protein and I 
encodes the AHL synthase.  Both combine to 
form a complex which allows RNA 
polymerase to transcribe the target gene. 



 One of the bacterium of interest in this particular study is the 30-84 strain of P. 

aureofaciens.  P. aureofaciens grows on the root systems of wheat.  This bacterium 

produces phenazines.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

30-84 produces three different types of phenazines: phenazine-1-carboxylic acid, 2-

hydroxy-phenazine-1-carboxylic acid, and 2-hydroxy-phenazine.  The phenazines 

produced by 30-84 play an important role in its competition with other soil-born 

organisms.  When Phz- mutants were grown in non-sterile soil, their populations decline 

more rapidly than their Phz+ counterparts (7). 

 30-84 is of particular interest because of it its potential as a biological control 

agent (6,8).  When 30-84 is applied to the root system of wheat, the phenazines it 

produces inhibits the growth of the fungus Gaeumannomyces graminis var. tritici.  This 

in effect prevents the Wheat Take-all disease (7). 

Four infected roots (above) and several 
infected wheat plants (left) in contrast with 
the rest of the crop. 



 Other bacterial isolates can affect phenazine expression in the 30-84 strain of P. 

aureofaciens.  The strain studied in this project is the PU-43 strain of Pseudomonas 

cedrella.  The signal which is produced by PU-43 inhibits phenazine synthesis at the 

transcriptional level.  Signals produced by other bacteria have been able to be purified.  

This is not the case in PU-43.  So, to determine what the signaling molecule is, a genetic 

approach must be taken.  PU-43 was subjected to TN5 mutagenesis.  When the PU-43 

mutants were spotted on plates with 30-84, the mutants which did not inhibit phenazine 

synthesis were kept for further analysis. 

 The research on the mechanisms of the negative signals was first started by 

Heather Whipple.  She performed the original TN5 mutagenesis and the PCR primers 

designed to amplify the wild type genes out of PU-43.  The research was continued by 

Ryan who cloned the genes out of the wild type and created PJET constructs. 

 

Methods and Materials 

Bacterial Strains Used 

The bacterial strains used in this project are as follows: DH5α, P. cedrella, and P. 

aureofaciens.  DH5α is a strain of Escherichia coli used extensively in molecular 

genetics.  It contains a mutation that significantly lowers its nuclease activities, increasing 

the number of recoverable plasmids. PU-43 is a strain of P. cedrella which generates a 

negative signal that inhibits phenazine synthesis in the 30-84 strain of P. aureofaciens.   

A bacterium used during triparental matings is DH5α HB101.  This is a helper strain 

which acts as an intermediate for transferring a construct from a transformed DH5α and 

the knockout mutant. 



 

 

Plasmid Preps 

 This is the method used to isolate plasmid DNA from bacteria.  The method is 

based off of the Birnie preps designed in the 1970s.  The new protocols have been 

developed and refined by companies.  The one used for this project is developed by 

Fermentas. 

 

PCR 

Primer Name Primer Sequence Tm Source 

M59F ACGCTGGTGATCAAGGAATGGC 57°C Heather 

M59R GTACGACACGTCGAGCAAGATCG 59°C Heather 

M376F GCACGAAGGCAAGAGCATTCG 62.1°C Heather 

M376R CACAGAAGCGATGCACGTCGTAGC 64.5°C Heather 

 

M59 had already been cloned into 20H by Ryan.  It did not need to be PCR amplified.  

M376 was not properly cloned into 20H.  M376 needed to be amplified and subsequently 

cloned into a vector. 

 To PCR amplify M376, 40 µl of ddH20, 5 µl of 10x Buffer, 1 µl of M376F, 1 µl 

of M376R, 1 µl of dNTPs, 1 µl of Taq polymerase, and 1 µl of template were all 

combined into a 200 µl microfuge tube.  The template was used at a 1:10 dilution to 

avoid extraneous DNA from interfering with the sequence of interest.  The PCR was 

running with the following parameters: one cycle at 94°C for 2 minutes, 36 cycles at 



94°C for 45 seconds, 36 cycles at 94°C for 45 seconds, 36 cycles for 45 seconds at 60°C, 

36 cycles at 72°C for 45 seconds, and 1 cycle at 72°C for 10 minutes. 

 It was not necessary to do this step for M59 because it had already been 

successfully cloned into 20H. 

 

Vectors/Selection 

The vector into which the M376 PCR product was cloned into is TOPO TA.  The 

PCR product will have a single adenine overhang on its 3’ end.  This is a unique and 

useful feature of Taq polymerase.  The TOPO TA vector takes advantage of this adenine 

overhang by containing its own thiamine overhang.  The gene was cloned into the TOPO 

TA vector according to the Invitrogen TOPO TA Cloning kit. 

M59 and M376 are both then cut out of their vectors and cloned into PLAFR3. 

 

Blue/White screening 

 A plasmid may be successfully transformed into DH5α but may not contain the 

insert.  This would give the bacteria the resistance genes allowing it to grow on selective 

media.  However, with blue/white screening, bacteria with the insert can be successfully 

picked.  The insert will be placed inside of a lacZ gene.  If the gene is intact, it will 

produce a molecule which will activate a β-galactosidase enzyme that will cleave x-gal 

turning the colonies blue.  If it contains the insert, the lacZ gene will be disrupted turning 

the colonies white. 

 TOPO TA and PLAFR3 both contain the lacZ gene.  This was used to confirm 

that TOPO TA and PLAFR3 contained the insert.  This is not enough conclusively 



confirm the successful insertion of the gene into the vector.  To do this, the genes were 

sequenced. 

 

Restriction Digestion and Ligation 

 Restriction enzymes are nucleases which bind DNA and cleave the 

phosphodiester bonds at specific nucleotide sequences.  Many of these enzymes leave 

nucleotide overhangs which have “sticky ends”.  This allows other pieces of DNA cut 

with the same enzyme to be easily combined 

 M59 was inserted into 20H.  HinDIII was used to cut the DNA from the vector.  

The volumes and ingredients were used for this reaction: 2 µl of DNA, 2 µl of React2 

buffer, 1 µl of HinDIII, and 15 µl of ddH2O.  The PLAFR3 plasmid was the cut with 

HinDIII.  The insert and vector were put together and ligated.  The M59 PLAFR3 

construct was then cut to ensure that it was properly inserted.  The products were run on a 

1% agarose gel at 98 volts for 1.5 hours.  Products numbered 1, 2, 5, and 7.  They were 

sequenced to ensure they were oriented properly.  Numbers 2 and 5 were oriented 

properly. 

 The M376 PCR products were cloned into the TOPO TA vector according to the 

Invitrogen TOPO TA Cloning kit.  There are EcoRI sites flanking the insert.  If the 

construct is cut using EcoRI, it is possible to visualize the insert and vector on an agarose 

gel.  When the insert was been visualized, the band was excised, purified and then cloned 

into PLAFR3.  To confirm the insert was properly cloned into PLAFR3, the construct 

was cut with EcoRI the same as the TOPO TA construct was. 

 



Transformations 

DH5α was transformed with the M59 and M376 constructs using the Pierson 

Lab’s protocol.   

Tri-parental matings 

 Tri-parental matings involves the use of three different bacteria: a donor, a helper, 

a recipient. 

Mating Name Donor Helper Recipient 

M59 Complemented DH5α M59 DH5α HB101 PU-43 M59 knockout 

M376 Complemented DH5α M376 DH5α HB101 PU-43 M376 knockout 

M59 Control DH5α lafr stock DH5α HB101 PU-43 M59 knockout 

M376 Control DH5α lafr stock DH5α HB101 PU-43 M376 knockout 

PU-43 Control DH5α lafr stock DH5α HB101 PU-43 Rif wildtype 

 

 The original tri-parental mating protocol is designed for Pseudomonas 

Aeruginosa.  It was modified for PU-43.   The bacteria need to be spotted on the 

nitrocellulose filters in this order: the helper, then donor, then recipient.  It must be 

incubated at 37°C for 12 hours, then incubated at 28°C for 72 hours.  After the products 

are resuspended in ddH2O, they must be plated on selective media and allowed to grow 

for 48 hours. 

 

BLAST 

 Plasmid preps performed on the DNA obtained from the transformed bacteria 

were sent to the University of Arizona DNA Sequencing Facility.  After the sequencing 



results were retrieved they were run through the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool.  

The BLAST hits with the lowest E values were recorded. 

 

Results 

M59 

M59 was previously cloned into 20H.  The insert was extracted from 20H using HinDIII 

and was ligated into PLAFR3.  The new construct was transformed into DH5α.  Because 

PLAFR3 contains the lacZ gene and has a tetracycline resistance gene, it is possible to 

both select to ensure that the transformants contain the plasmid, and use blue/white 

screening to ensure the plasmid contains the insert.  The transformants were plated on 

tet25 x-gal plates and only white colonies were picked.  The colonies were grown and then 

plasmid preps were done to isolate the plasmid DNA.  The DNA was both cut with 

HinDIII to ensure it had the insert.  The DNA was also sent to the University’s DNA 

sequencing facility.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Numbers 1, 2, 5, 7 are M59 inside of 
PLAFR3.  All were sent for 
sequencing.  Numbers 2 and 5 were 
oriented in the correct direction. 

22kb: PLAFR3 vector 

1.8kb: M59 insert 
 



The sequencing output was run through NCBI BLAST, ORF Finder, and Pseudocap.

When the raw sequence was run through NCBI BLAST, and one of the most significant 

hits was the same gene which M376 hit.

 

 

 

 

When the sequence was run through NCBI’s ORF finder, and subsequently BLAST, the 

hits became more specific.  The “putative esterase” was consistently hit.

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When the purple section was blasted, the same protein was hit multiple times.  The open 
reading frame produced the following image
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The sequencing output was run through NCBI BLAST, ORF Finder, and Pseudocap.

When the raw sequence was run through NCBI BLAST, and one of the most significant 

hits was the same gene which M376 hit. 
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The sequencing output was run through NCBI BLAST, ORF Finder, and Pseudocap. 

When the raw sequence was run through NCBI BLAST, and one of the most significant 

sequence was run through NCBI’s ORF finder, and subsequently BLAST, the 

 

When the purple section was blasted, the same protein was hit multiple times.  The open 



There was also a second ORF that was found to BLAST to the same protein as above.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When the ORF was blasted, this was the open reading frame:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This was the primary BLAST hits.  The 
erythritol kinase. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

There was also a second ORF that was found to BLAST to the same protein as above.

ORF was blasted, this was the open reading frame: 

This was the primary BLAST hits.  The protein was a 4-diphosphocytidyl

There was also a second ORF that was found to BLAST to the same protein as above. 

diphosphocytidyl-2C-methyl-D-



This gene appears to be conserved across different species of pseudomonas.  Pseudocap 

was used to compare the sequence to PF-5 and PAO1. 

 

 

 

M376 

M376 needed to be PCR amplified and then ligated into TOPO TA.  It was sequenced 

when it was inserted into both TOPO TA and PLAFR3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lanes 3 and 5 both contain PCR 
products.  Lane 5 contains a 1:10 
dilution of the PCR product.  The 
PCR product was 1.2kb which is the 
predicted size of M376. 

The PCR products are inserted into 
TOPO TA, cut, and then excised. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Through these gel pictures, the vectors all contain the insert.  Although the insert is of the 

proper size, it is impossible to conclude from these pictures whether or not it is the proper 

gene.  To determine the identity of the gene, the PLAFR3 M376 construct was sent for 

sequencing. 

 When the sequence was analyzed using NCBI’s ORF finder tool, the following 

ORFs were found. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

pictures, the vectors all contain the insert.  Although the insert is of the 

proper size, it is impossible to conclude from these pictures whether or not it is the proper 

gene.  To determine the identity of the gene, the PLAFR3 M376 construct was sent for 

When the sequence was analyzed using NCBI’s ORF finder tool, the following 

Lanes 4 and 6 both contain PLAFR3 
constructs cut with EcoRI. 

pictures, the vectors all contain the insert.  Although the insert is of the 

proper size, it is impossible to conclude from these pictures whether or not it is the proper 

gene.  To determine the identity of the gene, the PLAFR3 M376 construct was sent for 

When the sequence was analyzed using NCBI’s ORF finder tool, the following 

Lanes 4 and 6 both contain PLAFR3 



The pink domain hit an esterase lipase family.

 

 

 

When run through NCBI’s BLAST, its strongest hit was a putative esterase.

 

 

 

 

 

This gene appears to be conserved across different species of pseudomonas.  Pseudocap 

was used to compare the sequence to PF

 

 

Like M59, this gene appears to be conserved across different species.
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When run through NCBI’s BLAST, its strongest hit was a putative esterase. 

This gene appears to be conserved across different species of pseudomonas.  Pseudocap 



Discussion 

 Cell signaling is an integral part of biological functions in virtually every 

organism.  Prokaryotic bacteria such as pseudomonads have developed a complex system 

of cell signals designed to modulate gene expression related to their density.  This is 

known as quorum sensing.  PU-43 produces a unique negative signaling compound 

which inhibits phenazine production in 30-84.  Previous attempts to purify and 

characterize this negative signal have failed because it cannot be separated like many 

other signaling compounds (3, 12).  The approach 

this study takes is a genetic approach as opposed to 

a chemical approach to identifying this compound. 

 Several hundred knockout mutants were 

generated using TN5 mutagenesis.  The phenotype 

observed was a loss of PU-43’s negative signal.  In 

other words, 30-84 would be able to produce its 

phenazines in the presence of PU-43, whereas it 

would not be able to produce phenazines in the 

presence of the wild type PU-43.  The two mutants 

of interest are mutants numbered 59 (M59) and 376 

(M376). 

 M59 strongest hit was a highly conserved 

gene which codes for 4-diphosphocytidyl-2C-

methyl-D-erythritol synthase.  This enzyme is 

involved in the nonmevalonate pathway for 



terpenoid biosynthesis (7).  Different bacteria utilize the nonmevalonate pathway of 

terpenoid biosynthesis for a number of different proteins and molecules.  Some of these 

include antibiotics and membrane components of other proteins.  This is a possible 

component to why PU-43 would cease synthesis of this compound (11).  A membrane 

transporter could cause the compound to become trapped inside of the bacteria.  Another 

possible explanation is that this enzyme is directly involved in the synthesis of the 

negative signal.  If this enzyme cannot be synthesized then the negative compound cannot 

be synthesized. 

 M376 hit a “putative esterase” involved with the same 4-diphosphocytidyl-2C-

methyl-D-erythritol synthase of M59.  Both of these enzymes could be involved in the 

same membrane receptor pathway or negative compound synthesis pathway.  This would 

account for the common result of the loss of negative signal production. 

 The next logical step in this project would be to perform β- galactosidase.  The 

purpose of this would be to determine whether function had been restored in the M59 and 

M376 knockout mutants.  
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